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Abstract
This paper is an overview of a continuing data system architecture
development effort that started at GSFC with OAST support approximately
three years ago. The paper also provides accomplishments and states of
the OAST effort and a brief comment on possible future directions. The
Space Station Focused Technology (SSFT) program has picked up support
of this effort and that portion will be addressed during the SSFT discus-
sions.
The Star bus was originally chosen for investigation because it
seemed to offer unique features unavailable with other topologies. It
offered a broadcast mode where everyone received the message at the same
time and users could come and go at will without affecting the rest of the
system in any way. In order to address the reliability issue, we insti-
tuted both a component qualification program and redundancy techniques
in the BIU design. The major effort in developing a data network has
been the FODS contract at Sperry Flight Systems in Phoenix, Arizona.
The FODS (Fiber Optic Demonstration System) consists of a fully redundant
Star Network with a 100 megabit signaling frequency. The paper pre-
sents some performance data on the access protocol utilized and compares
it with other access protocols. The status of the qualification effort is
presented showing the successful qualification testing of cables, connectors,
and some LEDs and PIN diodes. The point of the future directions charts
is that we must begin seriously dealina with multiple topologies and methods
for smoothly "growing" them from IOC to the growth systems on Space
Station.
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Page 2
TABLE I
FODS PARTS QUALIFICATION STATUS
Part
MFOE 1201
MFOE 1202
MFOD II00
C30971E*
SFC-20x20-F*
OC-I040-I0
840R
200-S
906-122-5003
SFC-32x32-F*
Part Type
LED/Emitter
LED/Emitter
PIN/Detector
PIN/Detector
Coupler
Cables
Fiber 200/240
Connector
Connector
Coupler
Manufacturer
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
RCA
Aetna (ADC)
Brand Rex
Spectran
OFTI
Amphenol
ADC
Test
Qual.
Screening
Qual.
Analysis
Evaluation
Qual.
Qual.
Qual.
Qual.
Qual.
Result s
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Status
I
Report
Test
Report
Test
Report
Report
Report
Report
Pacer
Procuremen
!
* Further testing required for flight qualification
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